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01//Executive summary
Amplex has hundreds of installations around the globe. There is an ongoing discussion
whether to use light sensors or astronomically calculated set points. Which is safest, and
where do we get the best savings?
We have made a study in 9 cities in Denmark, Sweden, Germany and Luxembourg, and
found that using a light sensor saves up to 22% compared to astronomically calculated
set points. Energy savings will actually be even larger, as the energy is unevenly
consumed through the night. At sunset and at sunrise the light is usually fully on, while
during night many lights are dimmed. When optimising the on/off time of the
streetlights, the optimization will happen when the lights are fully on, thereby providing
an even larger saving.
So why is this? When calculating your set points, you will need to ensure that you always
have at least the minimally required light level on the road. Thus when using
astronomical set points, you will need to set them very conservatively, ensuring that even
on a very dark and rainy day, you always have at least the required light.
Our findings have shown that the average difference between a conservatively
calculated value and the light sensor value is more than one hour per day. That is quite a
lot. Contrary, if we try to set the astronomical set points aggressively to match the light
sensor levels, we are normally getting more than 200 violations per year (an average of
232) – so basically 232 incidents, where the light is turned on too late or off to early,
providing an unsafe light level on the road.
To provide a fuller picture, we have included savings where a more pragmatic approach
is taken on the astronomical light calculations. Here we have included a setting where up
to three violations per year is allowed – three days where the light is on too late or off too
early. That is probably acceptable to the most.
Conclusion: Adding a light sensor to a centralised management system not only
significantly increases the safety, ensuring the right level of lights on the road, but it is
also good for business, with dramatic savings.
.

Case Country

Violations when
0% difference

Savings
(3 violations)

Savings
(0 violations)

1 Denmark

196

11,4 %

17,3 %

2 Denmark

241

12,5 %

20,9 %

3 Denmark

216

9,8 %

17,8 %

4 Sweden

270

8,9 %

20,9 %

5 Sweden

232

15,0 %

22,1 %

6 Denmark

286

7,9 %

14,9 %

7 Germany

237

7,4 %

13,6 %

8 Luxembourg

202

13,3 %

18,0 %

9 Germany

204

9,1 %

10,9 %
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02//Background
About 40% of the average city’s energy budget goes to lighting the streets. That's a lot
of energy, a lot of money and a lot of carbon emissions.
Unfortunately, a large portion of the light is wasted, as the lights turn on too early in the
evening, stay on too long in the morning – or simply over-illuminate areas that don't need
much light at all.
This happens because cities have had no alternative: Most cities still use outdated street
lighting management systems based on thousands of light sensors and timers that are
chronically out of sync.
In recent years, the simple solutions have been replaced by centralised systems,
typically with mobile communication to each control cabinet, turning the lights on and
off. The question still remains, however – should a light sensor be used or should the on/
off settings be based purely on astronomical calculations for the location? It seems like a
majority of central management systems primarily focus on calculating the on/off times
rather than using a light sensor.
Before we enter the battle between light sensors and astronomical timers, we need to
discuss what the requirement is for turning the light on and off. First of all, the streetlight
is there for safety – for the cars, scooters and bicycles to be able to navigate safely, and
often also for the pedestrians to feel safe. For this reason, the regulations often require a
certain amount of light on a road, based on the road type and traffic density.
You now have two approaches. A light sensor can be adjusted to a specific lux level
based on the local requirements for the roads – or you calculate the on/off times for a
specific location using a fixed offset. The challenge is in how to set the offset. It must be
set so that the light level requirements are met even on a dark and rainy day. If it is set
more aggressively, you will end up with a number of days, where the light level when light
is turned on is below what is required. You are basically taking a calculated risk on the
safety as the minimal light level requirements are being violated. Often we see this
happening due to requests to save money.
In Amplex, we have been using light sensors with a backup of astronomically calculated
values for almost 20 years. As we have data from our clients on light levels throughout
the years, we decided to investigate this issue. We looked at nine of our European
clients’ historical information from each day of the year to analyse the results.
For each city, we took two scenarios – one where we adjusted the astronomical timer to
a safety level, where no days would violate the light level. The second scenario, we
allowed up to three incidents per year where the astronomical clock was turning the light
on too late or off to early in the morning, compared to the light level measured by the
light sensor.
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03//Case 1

City
Denmark
350.000

This municipality is using one light sensor for the entire city. The yearly spending on
energy is approximately 17 mil DKK = 2,3 mil EUR.

59.000

Calculations

03.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 29 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety violations

Offset

Average Δ

Savings

0

49 min

1:57

17,3 %

3

29 min

1:17

11,4 %

196

-10 min

0:00

0,0 %

03.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 196 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
Staggering 17,3% if no safety incidents are allowed and 11,4% if three safety violations
per year is acceptable. For a city using 2,3 mil EUR the savings are approximately a
quarter of a million euro. That alone could payback an entire centralised system in about
one year.
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04//Case 2

City
Denmark
206.000

This municipality is using one light sensor for the entire city.

44.000

Calculations

04.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 25 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety
violations

Offset

Average Δ
(hours/day)

Savings

0

53 min

2:19

20,9 %

3

25 min

1:23

12,5 %

241

-16 min

0:00

0,0 %

04.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 241 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
20,9% if no safety incidents are allowed and 12,5% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.
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05//Case 3

City
Denmark
28.000

This city is using one light sensor for the entire city. The yearly spending on energy is
approximately 400.000 EUR.

6.000

Calculations

05.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 22 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety
violations

Offset

Average Δ
(hours/day)

Savings

0

49 min

2:00

17,8 %

3

22 min

1:07

9,8 %

216

-11 min

0:00

0,0 %

05.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 216 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
The savings are 17,8% if no safety incidents are allowed and 9,8% if three safety
violations per year is acceptable.
This city turns every second light off for half the city in the middle of the night, so the
largest energy spendings are around the twilight hours. Because of this, the savings on
energy are 14,5% which values around 57.000 EUR. A large amount of money for a small
city.
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06//Case 4

City
Sweden
67.000

This municipality in Sweden is using one light sensor for the entire city.

24.000

Calculations

06.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 14 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety
violations

Offset

Average Δ
(hours/day)

Savings

0

22 min

1:16

11,3 %

3

14 min

1:00

8,9 %

270

-16 min

0:00

0,0 %

06.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 270 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
20,9% if no safety incidents are allowed and 8,9% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.
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07//Case 5

Government
Sweden
NA

The government authorities in Sweden is using several light sensors for the streetlights
on national roads. This is based on data from one of these.

18.800

Calculations

07.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 27 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety
violations

Offset

Average Δ
(hours/day)

Savings

0

50 min

2:24

22,1 %

3

27 min

1:38

15,0 %

232

-22 min

0:00

0,0 %

07.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 232 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
22,0% if no safety incidents are allowed and 15,0% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.
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08//Case 6

Government
Denmark
NA

The government authorities in Denmark is using several light sensors for the streetlights
on national roads. This is based on data from one of these.

26.100

Calculations

08.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 4 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety
violations

Offset

Average Δ
(hours/day)

Savings

0

27 min

1:37

14,9 %

3

4 min

0:50

7,9 %

286

-22 min

0:00

0,0 %

08.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 286 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
14,9% if no safety incidents are allowed and 7,9% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.
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09//Case 7

City
Germany

This municipality in Germany is using one light sensor for a partial installation in the city.

635.000
24.000

Calculations

09.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 13 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety violations

Offset

Savings

0

34 min

13,6 %

3

13 min

7,4 %

237

-12 min

0,0 %

09.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 237 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
13,6% if no safety incidents are allowed and 7,4% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.

10//Case 8

City
Luxembourg

This municipality in Luxembourg is using one light sensor for a partial city installation.

116.000
70.000

Calculations

10.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 54 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety violations

Offset

Savings

0

71 min

18,0 %

3

54 min

13,3 %

202

6 min

0,0 %

10.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 202 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
18,0% if no safety incidents are allowed and 13,3% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable. These are serious savings that should not be ignored. This city is doing
partial dimming during the night so the resulting energy savings would be even higher.

11//Case 9

City
Germany

This municipality in Germany is using one light sensor for a partial installation in the city.

570.000
62.000

Calculations

11.01: Graph shows light activation for sunrise and sunset. Blue/yellow are light sensor, red/green are
calculated astronomical times. This graph uses an offset of +/- 20 minutes resulting in 3 safety violations.

Safety violations

Offset

Savings

0

26 min

10,9 %

3

20 min

9,1 %

204

-11 min

0,0 %

11.01: Table shows savings using light sensors over astronomical timers.

Conclusion
The breakeven – where the light sensor and astronomical timer have equal energy usage
– would result in 204 safety violations per year, which would not be acceptable, so the
savings using light sensors are drastic.
10,9% if no safety incidents are allowed and 9,1% if three safety violations per year is
acceptable.

12//About Amplex
Amplex has since 2001 developed streetlight management systems. With hundreds of
installations in more than 23 countries Amplex has experience working in a variety of
different climates and cultures.
The fourth generation GridLight™ is an intelligent, automated streetlight management
system that delivers not only massive savings on maintenance, but also significant
energy savings – Thereby driving down your city’s carbon footprint while saving money.
Our thesis is simple: put intelligent monitoring and control equipment in every street light
cabinet and network them all together into a centralised streetlight management system
that you can monitor, automate and control. A few light sensors will ensure the right level
of light at the right time.
Thus providing a central management system for the streetlight is not just about control
and maintenance - it’s good for business, great for the environment and a necessity for
the future.
Go to www.amplex.dk or drop us an email on info@amplex.dk if you want to get more
information on our systems or details on this study.
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